Combined errors are the commonest systematic errors in laboratory results and occur with most tests studied. In these errors, results are reduced (or, less commonly, increased) by a factor, and this effect is compensated by the addition (or subtraction) of a constant amount. The effect is that results are in error in opposite directions at high and low levels. Inconsistency is predominant and is due mainly to imprecision, although for some tests (iron, cholesterol, calcium, and triglycerides among those studied) other factors such as non-specificity are significant. An interlaboratory survey based upon external method assessment using linear regression analysis provided objective information about analytical error in laboratories which is not usually obtained, while at the same time meeting the usual functions of surveys in the quality audit of performance. 12/78-2 132 132
by addition of pure analyte and of human serum fractions and by diafiltration (Amicon DC-2A hollow fibre concentrator).
Each month all laboratory results were plotted on Youden diagrams! along with target values; no monthly statistics were reported to participants, a simple visual display being sufficient. After six months the results y from each laboratory were compared with target values x by using linear regression analysis. The main end-of-period report for each laboratory was graphical, but a statistical measure of scatter (coefficientof non-determination)" and (unless this was excessive) the regression slope By" and intercept A y" were given.
Methods

SOURCES OF TARGET VALUES
Target values were obtained in three different ways. Firstly, for drugs, known masses of drug were added to drug-free serum." Similarly, potassium levels were adjusted by complete removal by diafiltration followed by addition of known masses of KC1. Calcium was adjusted in this manner in the last six-month period (July to December 1978). Secondly, specimens were analysed by arrangement INTERLABORATORY SURVEY DESIGN in external laboratories by specialist staff with The survey was a 'round-robin' in which liquid methods which could be expected to give results samples of two human serum pools were dispatched reliable enough to be called reference results. This each month to each participant. The basic design approach was used with the lipids," calcium and and data analysis have been described previously." iron (atomic absorption methods). Thirdly, con-Six or 12 different pools were analysed over a six-sensus values were used, usually the median of all month period. Analyte concentrations were adjusted results. These were calculated for all analytes and 28
Analytical errors in clinical biochemistry are usually classified as random, which lead to poor precision, and systematic, which lead to bias or inaccuracy. 1 These are treated as distinct properties of the analytical system and are evaluated separately both in method assessment and in quality audits, such as interlaboratory surveys. This is simplistic and can be misleading.s Some forms of systematic error will often appear as random error under common assessment and audit processes, while many common forms of laboratory error have characteristics of both error categories (for example, between-batch changes in standardisation, or the degree of curvilinearity). An external quality audit programme was set up based on external method assessment and the use of linear regression analysis. This provided examples of those errors that have previously been modelledand showed that a common form of systematic error is one in which high and low results are in error in opposite directions. either used as a check on target values obtained by other means, or as the best estimate of the target value (for example, total protein, albumin, immunoglobulins).
THE POPULATION OF LABORATORIES
All clinical laboratories in New Zealand were invited to participate, and almost all accepted, including both public hospital laboratories and privately operated laboratories. The population of laboratories was for most purposes the total population of New Zealand clinical laboratories and observations on data from international surveys lead us to conclude that this population is probably typical of laboratories in developed countries.
STATISTICS USED
Three statistics which measured precision were used: 1 The coefficient of non determination (CND) is the unexplained (by linear regression on x) y-variance as a fraction of the total y-variance. It is thus a dimensionless measure of the scatter around the regression line y=Bx + A, where y is the laboratory result and x the target value. 2 The standard error of y on x (Syx) is a standard deviation, in units of concentration; it is the standard deviation of the y-differences between laboratory results and the line of best fit.
where Si is the variance of the n laboratory results.
3 Replication standard deviations (Sr) were calculated, using S, = v'(~d2/n), when sets of survey specimens were duplicated. d is the difference between the two results for each specimen, after correction for a small dilution with water.
These precision statistics include different forms of error. All include within-and between-batch imprecision. In addition, the CND includes factors such as non-specificity, interferences, and grossly non-linear analytical responses. These also affect Syx, which is also influenced by Sy (and thus indirectly by the slope of the regression line). S, is simply a measure of replication.
Syx/Sr must be greater than O:77, and ratios greater than 1· 55 and 2·06 indicate, with 95 %and 99 % confidence, that the covariance between laboratory results and target values is affected by the additional factors listed above. These ratios are calculated, from tables for the F-distribution, using a general comparison term" which takes into account the fact that common data are used to calculate SyX and Sr. Large and statistically significant y-intercepts can 29 introduce errors in the calculation of Sr because the small dilution corrections assume that the regression line passes through the origin. These errors were significant for only a small number of sodium and calcium sets of results. Another statistical assumption is that the random errors in the target values are negligible compared with those of the survey laboratories. When duplicates were distributed, target values were means of independently derived duplicate values. Consensus values and reference results were in fact much more reproducible than individual laboratory results, giving confidence that the values chosen usually justify the assumption.
DATA PROCESSING
All the routine computations were carried out with a DEC PDP 11/70 microcomputer, and graphic displays of end-of-period summaries were prepared using a Tektronix hard copy unit. Programmes are in Fortran 4 Plus and details are available from the authors.
Results
APPARENT RANDOM ERRORS AND NON SPECIFICITY
In this survey design, random errors (or imprecision) in laboratory results appear as scatter around the regression line, and this is quantitated by the CND. The CND is also affected by other factors which reduce the covariance of test analyte concentration and reported laboratory results; these factors include nonspecificity of analyses, interferences, and grossly nonlinear analytical responses.
To evaluate the contribution of such factors in the six-month period July to December 1978, duplicates of six different specimens were sent to each laboratory, with small dilutions (2-5% with water) on the second occasion. After correction for dilution replication standard deviations (Sr) were calculated for each laboratory. These were compared with the standard error of y on x, SyX (Fig. 1 ). This comparison is used to assess the contribution to the unexplained variance of factors other than poor reproducibility. For sodium, potassium, albumin, and the immunoglobulins, the number of laboratories producing results outside the confidence limits is reasonably small (Table 1 ). However, for calcium, iron, and cholesterol, it is clear that some , rI --.'
, " homeostatic control, there being (for example) no correlation for salicylate. Paule and Mandel'' used a similar plot of slope, B, against 'height' (the latter being in fact Yi) to show the distribution of labratory characteristics, criticising the type of plot shown in Fig. 3 on the grounds of statistical interdependence of Band A. We have continued to use the present plot because it better conveys information about the magnitude of the interdependence.
Compensating slopes and intercepts (B < 1·0 and A>O) could arise from the tendency for a high degree of imprecision to bias least-squares estimates of the regression line;1011 however, the relationships between slope and intercept observed for some tests also applied for highly precise laboratories (CND <0'02) for which the regression statistics are not biased (Figs 3c, d) , and in these cases there probably are genuine compensating systematic errors ('combined errors') (B<I·O and A>O, or B>l'O SYSTEMATIC ERRORS When the distribution of the six-monthly regression statistics is studied (Fig. 3) for some analytes (for example, sodium, Fig. 3 ) the slope B and the intercept A are closely related. This could result from the tendency of all laboratories, irrespective of their accuracy, to report all results within the same limited range. This tendency is particularly strong for sodium because physiological sodium concentrations do not vary much, and extreme values will not be reported. Since the mean of the results from a laboratory i CYi) and of target values (X, the same for all laboratories) are necessarily related in regression analysis by Yi = Bix + A], a close linear relationship between all A and B values for a test (for example, Fig. 3a) implies that for different laboratories Yi is the same. As expected from this model, the degree of correlation between A and B tends to be greater for analytes which are under tighter laboratories differ from the predicted values with sufficientreproducibility to suggest that their methods suffer from inconsistency that is not due to irreproducibility. Interference or non-specificity seem to be the most likely causes, as can be seen by inspecting the results returned by the laboratories concerned (e.g. Fig. 2) .
The results for iron determinations are particularly interesting because one-third of laboratories appear to have a different specificity from that of the source of target values (an atomic absorption procedure with preliminary purification). This difference could not be attributed solely to inappropriate target values. The target values were highly precise (S, <0' 4 !Lmol/l; analysed blind), and the few service laboratories producing comparable precision did not agree among themselves (SyX for paired sets of results from these were greater than 2·1 times S, in about half the cases). Further, an alternative set of target values (calculated from the medians of results from the seven most precise laboratories) showed a similar frequency of apparent different specificities, different laboratories appearing above the significance limits. (It should be noted that any statistically significant non-specificity is not necessarily clinically significant.) Thus there is a tendency for different laboratories to include slightly different components in the test 'serum or plasma iron', and similar conclusions seem justified for calcium, cholesterol, and triglycerides.
Thus random error assessments based on regression statistics (which can include factors such as non-specificity) will be different, in many cases, from those based on repeatability of results on the same specimen. and A<O; for example, Fig. 4a ) of one of the kinds previously modelled.f These generally arise from two-point calibration (for example, a reference serum and a water baseline), and it is notable that all laboratories using Technicon SMA 12/60 calcium methods had negative intercepts and slopes greater than 1·0. There is no indication that slopes and intercepts for precise laboratories form a different line from imprecise laboratories; furthermore, in those cases which could be tested (calcium and cholesterol) the relationships observed in different six-month periods were closely similar. Precise laboratories (CND<0'02, corresponding to r>0·99 recommended for unbiased regressionl") were examined for significant systematic error (Tables 2 and 3) . Overall, the null hypothesis, that the slope of the regression line was 1·0 and/or the intercept was zero, could be rejected (P<O·05) in 53 % of cases. Although, clinically, many of the smaller deviations would not significantly affect the usefulness of the assay, it is useful for the analyst to know that such errors occur and to be able to control them. Some 27 % of all precise laboratory performances showed combined errors, the more common of which is for a slope of less than one to be compensated for by a positive intercept. This was the most common systematic error for potassium, protein, and cholesterol assays, which is consistent with the model for serum standardised methods (which are nonlinear or nonspecific)." Errors in slope only, possibly standardisation errors, were more frequent (present in 15 % of precise performances) than errors in intercept only (11 %) , and no clear cases of non-compensating slope and intercept errors were observed. Many of the cases of slope-or-intercept-only errors could well have had combined compensating errors, since both calculated statistics fitted the compensating pattern even if one of them was not significant. This would also be true of many of the 47 % of laboratories which did not show any significant systematic error. In these cases only, systematic errors are too small, relative to the imprecision, to be detected; their presence is worth noting, however, as being the systematic error which is most frequently to be found, that is, a compensating form in which low samples are read high and high samples read low, with correct results between: the converse combined error occurs rather less frequently (about half as commonly). The causes of these errors cannot be deduced from survey data alone. However, the fact that for some tests combined errors with low slopes are strongly predominant favours nonlinearity and nonspecificity models (probably more often the former), because simple blanking errors coupled with serum standardisation should lead to both forms of combined error, as in fact happens with sodium ( Fig. 4a ), calcium, and albumin assays. Inspection of actual laboratory results is rarely more than suggestivebecause quite low levels of imprecision can fog the distinction between nonlinear cases and cases of erroneous zero point setting (Fig. 4b ).
Discussion
One function of external quality audit programmes is to provide, for scientific purposes, objective data on the overall competence of laboratories. This should include the collection of information about the nature and prevalence of error in laboratories.
Since the commonest quality audit programmes for clinical laboratories are interlaboratory surveys, it is to such surveys that we look for this information. It has been shown here that a survey can provide more information than most present surveys do. Our error models do not classify all errors as 'imprecision' or 'bias' errors. Our axioms are derived from previous discussions. 11 Z-15 (1) No measurement can be made without error.
(2) No test analyte or matrix can be precisely defined. We therefore regard the abstract concept of 'true value' as not useful and indeed misleading (for example, for some enzyme, hormone, and group protein assays where the clinical test, though often given a chemical title, has actually been set up to give a clinically useful scale of values, and there has been 35 no rigorous or even detailed study of the chemical species which should be measured for optimum clinical usefulness).
All quantitative clinical tests are regarded as attempts to measure a physiological variable. In some cases (for example, monovalent cations) this variable can be described quite fully in chemical terms, and there is a continuum between these cases and those (for example, peptide hormones) where a chemical description is difficult. Test results which vary with the physiological variable are regarded as consistent, which (for the benefit of survey participants) we have approximately equated with 'precise'. Provisional standards for the relationship between some physiological variables and laboratory results are slopes of 1·0 and zero intercepts in linear regression against our target values. Sets of test results which conform to these standards are said to be 'accurate', and systematic errors are attributed to those which (though consistent) are inaccurate. This model admits our ad hoc approach of selecting target values.
Within-run imprecision can, with some confidence, be associated with random errors, as modelled by Lever and Munster'' and examined by Harris. 15 The surveys described here have provided only a crude visual impression of within-run precision, based on displacements on a Youden diagrarn.s An attempt to separate within-run and between-run imprecision has been reported for a set of triglyceride results." 8 It seems probable that often (possibly in most cases), when there is greater between-run imprecision than within-run imprecision (a serious problem in quality control's), the additional component is a betweenrun variation in method calibration or systematic error. Some variation in systematic error will always occur between runs, and effective control systems will maintain these errors within defined limits. Under these conditions, the average systematic error can be detected by its effect on the slope and intercept. On the other hand, the between-run precision component caused by variable systematic error is included in the eND in regression analysis. The limited nature of quantitative inferences which can be drawn from survey statistics apply to many conclusions drawn from significance tests in clinical chemistry, since the non-Gaussian distribution of analytical error has been repeatedly noted. 1315 Previous discussions of the problem of distributions of survey results,1718 though confirming that the populations are non-Gaussian (as we have found our data to be), have emphasised techniques for eliminating outliers to minimise this effect. The problem of the relationships between the population of reported survey results, the population of analytical results, and populations of results reported on patients' specimens could be discussed at length'"; rather than deal with an artificial sample which is not easy to relate to any population we have chosen to use the population of survey results as received.
Despite all the qualifiers, the results presented here strongly suggest that a partly compensating form of combined systematic error (slope and intercept with opposite effect) is more often present than not, although it is often hidden by some form of inconsistency. It will not be detected at all in surveys which report a 'mean bias' or base reports on a total accuracy statistic such as a variance index score." A further finding is that specificity varies between laboratories for many tests (Fig. 1, Table 1 ). Thus laboratories do not agree on the quantitative relationship between results and physiological variable, and for many tests there is detectable disagreement on the chemical identity of the test variables.
The design of the present survey has proved capable of providing more information about laboratory performance than do most quality audits.P " 720 The use of duplicate specimens seems to be a worthwhile addition to the previous design; though the number of discrete matrices circulated is halved, the extra information obtained justifies this. Sending out four specimens each in triplicate improves the sensitivity of the statistical test for nonspecificity, etc, but reduces the number of different matrices by another one-third, and this would probably not be advantageous.
More information could be obtained from these surveys with little modification to the design. For instance, the example of Technicon SMA calcium results suggests that Figs 1 and 3 could be adapted to show the distribution of different methods. (A similar example, low slope and positive intercepts for cholesterol assays using the ferric chloride reagent, has been reported. 7) Thus survey techniques have been established which can be used to study the errors in analytical laboratories while at the same time fulfilling the prime function of an external quality audit, which is to provide objective information for laboratory staff about their ability to meet clinical requirements.
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